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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to quantitatively evaluate in a phantom model the practical impact of alteration of key imaging parameters
on image quality and artifacts for the most commonly used fast T2-weighted MR sequences. These include fast spin-echo (FSE), single shot
fast spin-echo (SSFSE), and spin-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequences. We developed a composite phantom with different T1
and T2 values, which was evaluated while stationary as well as during periodic motion. Experiments involved controlled variations in key
parameters including effective TE, TR, echo spacing (ESP), receive bandwidth (BW), echo train length (ETL), and shot number (SN).
Quantitative analysis consisted of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), image nonuniformity, full-width-at-half-maximum (i.e., blurring or geometric
distortion) and ghosting ratio. Among the fast T2-weighted sequences, EPI was most sensitive to alterations in imaging parameters. Among
imaging parameters that we tested, effective TE, ETL, and shot number most prominently affected image quality and artifacts. Short T2

objects were more sensitive to alterations in imaging parameters in terms of image quality and artifacts. Optimal clinical application of these
fast T2-weighted imaging pulse sequences requires careful attention to selection of imaging parameters. © 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Long acquisition time has been a major limitation of
T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, particu-
larly in the evaluation of those organ systems that undergo
physiologic motion [1-3]. The recent introduction of en-
hanced gradient systems and fast pulse sequences has pre-
sented new options for body MR imaging. Fast and ultrafast
MR imaging sequences introduce the potential for breath-
hold or motion-independent imaging, high-resolution imag-
ing, functional imaging, and present the opportunity to con-
sider the feasibility of rapid screening MR examinations
[4-6]. To a much greater degree than many other imaging
modalities, MR imaging involves a multitude of operating
parameter decisions; improper choices can result in im-
paired image quality and decreased diagnostic efficacy. This
may be particularly true where relatively new fast imaging

sequences are concerned, since they often involve unfamil-
iar and complex imaging parameters [7-10].

An understanding of the impact of alterations in imaging
parameters on image quality is essential to obtaining opti-
mum clinical results. Although there have been previous
investigations regarding the contrast mechanisms and re-
lated effects of isolated fast T2-weighted pulse sequences,
there has been no rigorously quantitative analysis of these
issues among various sequences. The comparative charac-
terization of imaging parameters and their impacts on image
quality and artifact between various pulse sequences are
also less addressed. The objective of this study was to
quantitatively evaluate in a phantom model the impact of
alteration of major imaging parameters on image quality
and artifacts for the most commonly used fast T2-weighted
MRI sequences. These include fast spin-echo (FSE), single
shot fast spin-echo (SSFSE), and spin-echo echo-planar
imaging (EPI) pulse sequences. It is hoped that this study
would provide useful guideline for obtaining optimum fast
T2-weighted pulse sequences.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Phantom design

We developed a composite phantom consisting of five
syringes (12 mm diameter) filled with different concentra-
tions of gadolinium chelate contrast material solution and
agarose gel adopted distilled water. These five samples had
T2/T1 relaxation times of 37/270, 59/500, 88/960, 182/
2500, 307/3500 (msec), respectively, which comprise the
range of relaxation values for representative biologic tissues
at 1.5 Tesla (Fig. 1). Two additional tubes contained dis-
tilled water and vegetable oil, providing references for water
and fat.

Several conventional spin echo sequences were acquired
in order to calculate T1 and T2 relaxation values for these
samples, using the ratio of signal method. These images
included T1-weighted images (TR/TE � 500/20) and proton
density-weighted and T2-weighted images (TR/TE � 2000/
20, 80). For this measurement, we applied the following
equation to calculate T2: T2 � (80-20)/lnR2. A look-up
table based on equation R1 � (1 - e�2000/T1)/(1 - e�500/T1)
was referenced to obtain T1, where R2 is the ratio of signal

intensity at TR/TE � 2000/20 to signal intensity at TR/TE
� 2000/80, and R1 is the ratio of signal intensity at TR/TE
� 2000/20 to signal intensity at TR/TE � 500/20.

In order to incorporate the effects of motion, the phantom
was subjected to periodic motion with a MR compatible
ventilator. This device produced up-and-down motion of 8
mm amplitude at a rate of 16 times/min, in order to simulate
respiratory motion.

2.2. Imaging protocols

MR imaging was performed on a Signa 1.5 T system
(General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). The
fast MR sequences included in this study were those
deemed to be in most widespread use for acquisition of fast
T2-weighted MR sequences in current clinical practice.
These sequences included FSE, SSFSE, and EPI.

All images were acquired using a 20 � 15 cm field of
view (FOV), a 256 (frequency) � 192 (phase) matrix, and
one signal average. Three images of 7 mm thickness were
acquired with a 1.5 mm intersection gap. Experimental
variations in key imaging parameters that were undertaken
are described in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The stationary phantom

Fig. 1. MR phantom design. (a) Photograph of the MR compatible ventilator used for moving phantom imaging, (b) Photograph of MR phantom, (c) Axial
MR image of phantom.
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was initially imaged and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), image
contrast, homogeneity, blurring, and geometric distortion
were measured. Next, the moving phantom was imaged
using the same imaging protocols in order to evaluate the
effects of motion.

2.3. Quantitative analysis

Quantitative image analysis included measurement of
image signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal homogeneity (i.e.,
nonuniformity) and full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
(i.e., blurring) in the stationary phantom, and ghosting ratio
(GR) in the moving phantom. SNR was calculated as the
mean signal intensity of a region-of-interest (ROI) cursor
located within the phantom sample, with noise measured as
the standard deviation of signal located outside of the phan-
tom sample. Nonuniformity was calculated as the percent-
age of the standard deviation (SD) of image signal intensity
relative to its mean signal intensity (M): nonuniformity �
SD/M � 100% [12]. Thus, higher nonuniformity values
indicate reduced signal homogeneity. FWHM was mea-
sured on the center phantom section along the phase-encod-
ing direction of the image (Fig. 2). In FSE and SSFSE
sequences, FWHM primarily reflects the extent of image

blurring. In EPI it also reflects geometric distortion caused
by magnetic susceptibility effect. The ghosting ratio (GR)
was calculated as the ratio of mean signal intensity of a
rectangular ROI positioned outside the phantom sample
along the phase-encoding direction to the mean signal in-
tensity of the phantom object (Fig. 3). This is given by the
following equation: GR � Gsi/Psi � 100%, where Gsi is
the mean signal intensity of ghost artifact, and Psi is the
mean signal intensity of the phantom object. GR measure-
ments were acquired on all three slices for each object, and
then averaged to obtain the final result. An identical ROI
cursor was used for all measurements. The average change
of all phantom objects in NU and GR per unite of TR, TE,
BW, ETL and SN was also determined.

3. Results

A summary of the change of average NU and GR by per
unit of increasing TR, TE, BW, ETL, and SN is showed in
Table 4.

Effect of increasing effective TE—SNR decreased with
all three pulse sequences as effective TE increased (Fig. 4).
Decrease in SNR of short T2 samples was particularly
prominent, which resulted in increased contrast. Image non-
uniformity increased by 0.03 and 0.12 per msec TE in FSE
and SSFSE. There was no recognizable trend regarding
nonuniformity with increasing effective TE for EPI se-
quences. As effective TE increased, the FWHM of the short
T2 (59 msec) object decreased from longer value (13 mm)
to the value equal to the original phantom diameter (12
mm), consistent with decreased blurring effect (Fig. 5),
whereas FWHM of other phantom objects remained stable
in FSE. In SSFSE, the FWHM of all objects—except that
with very long T2 (307 msec)—decreased with increasing

Table 2
SSFSE pulse sequence parameters

Protocol Changed Parameters Fixed Parameters

Change of TE TE(msec) BW(kHz) TR(msec)
69 16 infinite
97

186
Change of BW BW(kHz) TE(msec) TR(msec)

31 97 infinite
62

Table 1
FSE pulse sequence parameters

Protocol Changed Parameters Fixed Parameters

Change of TE TE(msec) ES(msec) TR(msec) ETL BW(kHz)
14 1.75 3500 16 16
50 5.25
84 10.5

120 15.75
Change of TR TR(msec) TE(msec) ETL BW(kHz) ES(msec)

2500 84 16 16 10.5
3500
4500
5500

Change of ETL ETL ES(msec) TR(msec) TE(msec) BW(kHz)
8 21 3500 84 16

16 10.5
32 5.3

Change of BW BW(kHz) TR(msec) TE(msec) ETL ES(msec)
16 3500 84 16 10.5
31
62
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TE. This pattern likely reflects signal loss with long TE. In
EPI, the FWHM remained stable in nearly all samples,
except that with very short T2 (37 msec). In the latter
situation, the FWHM increased from 10 to 11 mm as TE
increased from 75 to 100 msec. GR increased by 0.07, 0.03
and 0.16 per msec TE in FSE, SSFSE and EPI respectively
with increasing effective TE.

Effect of increasing TR—SNR of long T2 objects (182,
307 msec) increased with increasing TR, whereas that of
short and medium T2 objects (37, 59, 89 msec) remained
relatively stable in both FSE and EPI pulse sequences (Fig.
6). Contrast increased slightly between long T2 and short/
medium T2 objects, though no change was noted relative to
medium vs. short T2 objects. Image nonuniformity was not

Table 3
EPI pulse sequence parameters

Protocol Changed Parameters Fixed Parameters

Change of TE TE(msec) TR(msec) SN BW(kHz) ES(msec)
75 2500 16 32 320

100
125

Change of TR TR(msec) TE(msec) Shot BW(kHz) ES(msec)
1500 75 16 32 320
2500
3500

Change of SN SN ES(msec) TR(msec) TE(msec) BW(kHz)
8 576 2500 75 32

16 320
32 320
48 256

Change of BW BW(kHz) ES(msec) TR(msec) TE(msec) SN
16 640 2500 75 16
31 320
62 320

Fig. 2. Measurement of FWHM. (a) In FSE, FWHM may be increased due to the blurring effect. (b) In SSFSE, FWHM may be decreased due to signal loss.
(c) In SE-EPI, FWHM is decreased due to geometric distortion.
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impacted by alterations in TR on FSE, and there was no
recognizable trend in EPI sequences with increasing TR.
FWHM in FSE sequences did not change with increasing
TR (Fig. 7). In EPI, increased FWHM was observed only at
TR 2500 msec where the FWHM of all objects—except that
with very short T2 (37 msec)—increased from 10 to 11 mm,
indicating reduced geometric distortion. The GR decreased
by 1.30 and 1.26 per hundred msec TR in FSE and EPI
sequences, respectively, with increasing TR.

Effect of increasing ETL or SN—In FSE sequences
increasing ETL resulted in increased SNR, though contrast
between the various samples was unchanged (Fig. 8). In
EPI, SNR decreased with increasing SN between 8 and 32;
thereafter, SNR increased between 32 to 64 shots. Contrast
was minimal with use of 32 shots (Fig. 8). Otherwise, there
was no significant change in contrast as SN was altered.
Image nonuniformity increased slightly by 0.07 per ETL in
FSE sequences, and decreased by 0.19 per SN in EPI. The
FWHM of short T2 objects (37 and 59 msec) increased in
FSE and EPI sequences as ETL or SN increased (Fig. 9).
The GR remarkably decreased by 0.50 per ETL in FSE,
while it increased by 0.08 per SN in EPI.

Effect of increasing BW—SNR and contrast decreased
as BW was increased in all three pulse sequences (Fig. 10).
With increasing BW, image nonuniformity increased
slightly in FSE and SSFSE sequences, whereas it decreased
moderately in EPI. FSE images demonstrated no change in
FWHM with increasing BW (Fig. 11). In SSFSE sequences,
FWHM decreased as BW was increased, indicating signal

loss. In EPI sequences, FWHM increased with increasing
BW, but remained less than the original phantom diameter,
indicating reduced geometric distortion. The GR increased
slightly FSE sequences, was stable in SSFSE sequences,
and increased prominently in EPI sequences as BW was
increased.

4. Discussion

T2-weighted pulse sequences are essential for the detec-
tion and characterization of many abnormalities using MR
imaging [13]. In conventional spin echo (CSE) images,

Fig. 3. Measurement of ghost signal intensity.

Table 4
Change of aNU and aGR by per unit of increasing image parameter

Increasing Parameters

aNU aGR

FSE SSFSE EPI FSE SSFSE EPI

Per hundred msec TR � N/E � �1.30 N/E �1.26
Per msec TE 0.03 0.12 � 0.07 0.03 0.16
Per kHz BW 0.02 0.05 �0.21 0.05 � 0.19
Per ETL or SN 1.38 N/E �0.98 �0.50 N/E 0.08

Note: aNU � Average nonuniformity of all 5 phantom objects. aGR � Average ghosting ratio of all 5 phantom objects. BW � Reveive bandwidth. ETL
� Echo train length. SN � Shot number. N/E � Not evaluated. � � No recognizable trend of change. Positive number means increased effect, while negative
number means decreased effect.

Fig. 4. SNR versus effective TE for FSE (A), SSFSE (B), and EPI (C).
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image degradation related to long acquisition times has been
a major limitation in body MR imaging [2,14]. A number of
fast imaging techniques have been recently introduced that
allow T2-weighted images to be obtained quite rapidly
[5,11,15,16]. FSE, SSFSE and EPI are currently among the

most frequently utilized fast T2-weighted MR pulse se-
quences in the clinical setting [5,17,18]. Unlike CSE imag-
ing, in which a single phase-encoding step is acquired per
TR, these fast sequences generate multiple phase-encoding
steps per TR. Thus, more efficient k-space data filling dra-
matically reduces image acquisition time [19].

With the introduction of these pulse sequences, optimi-

Fig. 5. FWHM versus effective TE for FSE (A), SSFSE (B), and EPI (C).

Fig. 6. SNR versus TR for FSE (A) and EPI (B).

Fig. 7. FWHM versus TR for FSE (A) and EPI (B).

Fig. 8. SNR versus ETL (echo train length) or SN (shot number) for FSE
(A) and EPI (B).
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zation of several new imaging parameters must be consid-
ered. For example, one must consider the potential impact
of sequence parameters such as effective TE, echo spacing,
ETL, and SN on image quality [10,19]. In addition, standard imaging parameters such as BW and acquisition matrix can

also affect the resultant image differently than in conven-
tional techniques [20]. Furthermore, same imaging param-
eter may have different effect on image quality between
different pulse sequences. In this study, we have quantita-
tively analyzed the impact of changes in the above imaging
parameters on image quality and artifacts in fast T2-
weighted MR imaging, focused on comparative character-
ization of various imaging parameters and their impacts
among these fast pulse sequences, in order to provide gen-
eral guideline for optimizing T2-weighted images among
various fast pulse sequences.

Altering effective TE had prominent effects in all of the
fast T2-weighted imaging sequences we evaluated. As TE
was increased, SNR—especially for short T2 objects—
decreased and T2 contrast improved in all sequences. Our
results confirm that reduced SNR is a significant limitation
encountered with each of these sequences when prolonged
TE is used to promote T2 contrast among short T2 tissues
(Fig. 4). Image nonuniformity increased in both FSE and
SSFSE images with increased TE, presumably due to ac-
centuated magnetic susceptibility effects with longer TE. In
EPI, however, there was no correlation between nonunifor-
mity and TE. This is likely because EPI is inherently highly
sensitive to magnetic susceptibility effects, changes in im-
age nonuniformity with alterations in effective TE might not
be recognizable.

Increasing effective TE only had an obvious impact on
image blurring in the phantom object of short T2 (56 msec),

Fig. 9. FWHM versus ETL (echo train length) or SN (shot number) for FSE
(A) or EPI (B).

Fig. 10. SNR versus BW for FSE (A), SSFSE (B), and EPI (C).

Fig. 11. FWHM versus BW for FSE (A), SSFSE (B), and EPI (C).
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which showed decreased blurring in FSE (Fig. 5A), whereas
the very short T2 (36 msec) object was always positive in
blurring. Theoretically, increasing effective TE can reduce
blurring effect in FSE, but this effect is not observed in long
or very short T2 tissues. The blurring in FSE may be
described by an effective point spread function (PSF) which
is dependent upon imaging parameters (TE, TR and phase-
encoding order) and the T2 value of the tissue under con-
sideration [9]. The degree of blurring caused by the action
of PSF is inversely related to T2. The effective PSF in short
T2 tissue is considerably broader than that in long T2 tissue.
Thus short T2 tissue is particularly susceptible to blurring
effect in FSE.

In SSFSE, the remarkable change was observed on
longer TE (196 msec) images, where the FWHM of objects
with short and medium T2 objects (37, 59 and 88 msec)
decreased so that they were less than the original FWHM.
This observation is attributed to the severe blurring and very
low signal intensity of short T2 tissue that occurs with use
of a long TE SSFSE sequence. Our results confirm that it is
suboptimal to use heavily T2-weighted SSFSE images to
detect small lesions of short T2 values because of these
considerations.

The ghosting ratio increased slightly with increasing
effective TE in all sequences. In conventional spin-echo
techniques, motion artifact is exacerbated because gradient-
induced phase errors are compounded during the time be-
tween echoes. Thus motion artifact increases as TE becomes
longer. With FSE, SSFSE and EPI, however, the time be-
tween echoes (echo spacing) is not affected by changes of
effective TE. Thus, it would appear no influence on motion
artifact. The slight increase of ghosting ratio in all these
sequences might be due to unmatched change of signal
intensity between phantom objects and ghosts.

We observed that increasing TR had relatively limited
influence on image quality, except the ghosting ratio de-
creased in FSE and EPI sequences with increasing TR. In
CSE imaging, changes in TR changes the separation be-
tween ghost images based on the formula: separation (pix-
els) � TR � Ny � NEX/t, where Ny is phase-encoding
number, NEX is number of excitations, and t is time of
motion [3]. Therefore, increasing TR results in increased
separation of ghost artifacts, and overall decreased ghosting
artifact. In FSE and EPI imaging, increasing TR had a
similar effect on the separation of ghost artifacts [24]. Our
results indicates that the use of long TR can be helpful in
reducing motion effects in FSE and EPI sequences.

ETL refers to the number of echoes acquired per excita-
tion in FSE sequences. SN indicates the number of TR
periods that the sequence is repeated in order to obtain the
full complement of image data in EPI sequences. ETL and
SN are related parameters, though they have an inverse
relation. Therefore, the longer the ETL, the fewer the num-
ber of shots. Our findings indicate that SNR increases
slightly and contrast remains relatively stable with increas-
ing ETL in FSE. This might be due to less T2* effect as

increasing ETL. In theory, as ETL increases in FSE se-
quences, magnetic susceptibility effect decreases due to
decreased dephasing from closely spaced refocusing 180 °
pulses. This leaves little time for spins to dephase as they
diffuse through regions of magnetic nonuniformity, thus
decreasing T2* effect. In EPI, SNR decreased with increas-
ing SN from 8 to 32, and then increased between 32 and 64
shots. It is interesting to note that both SNR and contrast
were minimal at SN/ESP pair of 32/320 (�sec). It is antic-
ipated that this set of parameters would yield unsatisfactory
clinical results.

Image nonuniformity increased slightly with increasing
ETL in FSE, while in EPI it decreased prominently with
increasing SN and decreasing ESP. In FSE, increased image
nonuniformity is likely due to the average of more echoes
with increasing ETL. In EPI, however, decreasing ESP may
be much more critical for increasing image homogeneity
because magnetic susceptibility effect can be reduced with
use of short ESP. We observed that long SN accompanied
by short ESP is especially useful for increasing image ho-
mogeneity in EPI due to its inherent sensitivity to magnetic
susceptibility effect.

FSE blurring increased prominently with increasing
ETL. This is because increasing ETL maximizes T2 atten-
uation differences throughout the echo train [7]. This is a
significant limitation when using long ETL in FSE, espe-
cially when short effective TE is used simultaneously. In
EPI, geometric distortion decreased prominently with in-
creasing SN between 8 and 32 shots, but remained stable
between 32 and 64 shots. This is likely because increasing
SN decreases ESP, thereby reducing geometric distortion.
Our results confirm that increasing SN is helpful for reduc-
ing geometric distortion in EPI, though such distortion can-
not be eliminated. The ghosting ratio in FSE images de-
creased remarkably as increasing ETL because of more
even-echo rephasing effect caused by increased number of
180° refocusing pulses. This appears to be the most practi-
cal method for reducing motion effect in FSE among the
variations that we studied. In EPI, ghosting ratio increased
slightly as increasing SN. This is attributed to longer acqui-
sition time.

BW, the rate of analog-to-digital conversion of the MR
signal, is also referred to as the sampling rate [25]. Increas-
ing BW causes decreased SNR while also decreasing mag-
netic susceptibility effect. Our findings showed that SNR
and T2 contrast decreased in all fast T2-weighted sequences
as BW was increased. Low SNR with decreased T2 contrast
was a clear disadvantage when using wide BW, especially
in SSFSE images. In the latter situation, use of a wide BW
decreased spatial contrast resolution due to severe signal
loss. Image nonuniformity only slightly changed in FSE and
SSFSE with increasing BW. Whereas, in EPI, image non-
uniformity decreased prominently with increasing BW, pre-
sumably because both increased BW and decreased ESP
reduce magnetic susceptibility effect and thus image non-
uniformity. In SSFSE, FWHM decreased with increasing
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BW, with the resultant value being less than the original
FWHM when BW increased to 62 kHz. This is attributed to
reduced contrast caused by severe signal loss with increas-
ing BW. This result indicates that the use of relatively
narrow BW should be preferred in SSFSE. Increasing BW
had little influence on ghosting ratio in both FSE and SSFSE
sequences, but caused increased ghosting ratio in EPI.
Therefore, in EPI one must be cautious when implementing
wide BW in the presence of physiologic motion.

5. Summary

Our investigation demonstrates the sometimes profound
impact that alterations in key imaging parameters can pro-
duce on image quality and artifacts for fast T2-weighted MR
sequences (FSE, SSFSE, and EPI). Increasing TE causes
SNR of short T2 objects decreased remarkably in all se-
quences, blurring effect of short T2 object decreased in
FSE, and spatial resolution of short T2 objects decreased in
SSFSE. TR has relatively limited influence on image qual-
ity, except long TRs are helpful in reducing motion effects
in FSE and EPI. Increasing ETL in FSE causes SNR and
image nonuniformity increased slightly, blurring effect in-
creased prominently, and ghosting ratio reduced remark-
ably. Increasing SN in EPI causes image nonuniformity and
geometric distortion decreased prominently, and ghosting
ratio increased slightly. Increasing BW causes SNR and T2
contrast decreased in all sequences. Low SNR with de-
creased T2 contrast is a clear disadvantage when using wide
BW, especially in SSFSE images. Moreover, increasing
BW has more profound impact on EPI, causing image
nonuniformity decreased prominently, geometric distortion
decreased, and ghosting ratio increased.
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